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Problematization 
•  A lot of research is dedicated to identify the factors  influencing the social 

connections. 
•  The negative connections are usually associated with the phenomenon of 

bullying. 
•  The positive affective ties – often associated with friendship – help the 

actors to achieve a better performance at work (e.g. Baldwin et al., 1997; 
Balkundi and Harrison, 2006; Fang et al., 2015; Mehra et al., 2006). 

•  The negative affective ties also influence the actors’ everyday performance, 
as they are pertinent to the individuals’ performance and social well-being at 
work, by negative gossip (Ellwardt et al., 2011; Mayesand Allen, 1977), by 
direct obstruction (Venkataramani and Dalal,2007) or by bullying at school  
(e.g. Tolsma et al 2013, Veenstra 2012). 



•  On the other hand, the positive ties are analysed a lot, but the lack of 
negative ties is also important. 

•  Why? 

•  Because the positive and negative networks are not each other 
complementors, nor each others contrasts. 

•  Research question: Who and why did not receive negative ties? 



Operationalization 
•  In my current study, the classical approach of the degree centrality 

measures was applied (Freeman 1979), as the indegree centrality, as it is 
not symmetrical, reveals an actors’ central position. 

•  Positive and negative ties and networks. 5-point Likert scale: My best friend 
– My enemy (name list) 

•  Popularity: classical sociometric questions (Moreno, 1929, Freeman, 1977), 
like (name generator): 
1.  Who would you prefer as roommate in a class excursion? 
2.  From whom would you ask the homework if you could not make yours? 
3.  If you have some complain, whom in the class would you share it with ? 

•  Exploratory analysis 



Fieldwork 
•  March 2018 

•  Transylvanian (Romanian) City High School 

•  6 high school classes (3 – 1st degree and 3 – 4th degree) 

•  Total: 169 pupils 

•  Questionnaire (self-administrated) 

•  Ethical dimension: 
•  Parents’ approval for those who are under 18 years old 
•  The numbers are randomly assigned to the students to hide their identity 
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The 
differences 
between 
positive 
and 
negative 
networks 

Class Positive network 
density 

Negative network 
density 

1. 0,695 0,044 
2. 0,704 0,077 
3. 0,704 0,056 
4. 0,616 0,047 
5. 0,655 0,098 
6. 0,717 0,065 
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The frequencies of the four groups 
regarding the negative ties  

Groups % 
1. Zero in- or outdegree 20 
2. Does not give a negative relation but receives them 25 
3. Gives negative relations but does not receive one  14 
4. Gives and receives negative connections 41 



Degree in negative network and the perceived level 
of conflict in the classroom 

(χ²=9.876, df=3, p<0.020) 

Zero in- or 
outdegree 

Does not give a 
negative relation 

but receives 
them 

Gives negative 
relations but 

does not receive 
one  

Gives and 
receives 
negative 

connections 

No or rare conflict 65% 71% 75% 46% 

Permanent or 
often conflict 35% 29% 25% 54% 



Average normalized means 

Zero in- or 
outdegree 

Does not give a 
negative relation 

but receives 
them 

Gives negative 
relations but 

does not receive 
one  

Gives and 
receives 
negative 

connections 

Homework-
sharing 0.115 0.146 0.142 0.068 

Complain-sharing 0.115 0.100 0.137 0.087 



Relation with the positive network degrees 
(ANOVA with normalized degrees) 

•  Positive network indegree (df=3, F=11.015, p=0.000) 

•  Prestige based on positive network (df=3, F=9.683, p=0.000) 



Average normalized means 

Zero in- or 
outdegree 

Does not give a 
negative relation 

but receives 
them 

Gives negative 
relations but 

does not receive 
one  

Gives and 
receives 
negative 

connections 

Positive network 
(indegree) 0.753 0.624 0.816 0.623 

Positive network 
(prestige) -0.022 -0.113 0.185 0.064 



Conclusion 

• Even if a pupil does not possess negative ties, it does not 
automatically mean that the he/she is liked in the 
classroom. It seems that a certain outdegree of negative 
ties elevates a pupil’s popularity, but only if he/she is not 
receiving any negative ties, as it is proven by Bonacich and 
Lloyd (2004). 



Questions, comments? 


